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Abstract 

 

Background — US hospital safety is routinely measured via patient safety indicators (PSIs). 

Receiving a score for most PSIs requires a minimum number of qualifying cases, which are 

partly determined by whether the associated diagnosis-related group (DRG) was surgical and 

whether the surgery was elective. While these criteria can exempt hospitals from PSIs, it remains 

to be seen whether exemption is driven by low volume, small numbers of DRGs, or perhaps, 

policies that determine how procedures are classified as elective. 

 

Methods — Using Medicare inpatient claims data from 4,069 hospitals between 2015 and 2017, 

we examined how percentages of elective procedures relate to numbers of surgical claims and 

surgical DRGs. We used a combination of quantile regression and machine learning based 

anomaly detection to characterize these relationships and identify outliers. We then used a set of 

machine learning algorithms to test whether outliers were explained by the DRGs they reported. 

 

Results — Average percentages of elective procedures generally decreased from 100% to 60% in 

relation to the number of surgical claims and the number of DRGs among them. Some providers 

with high volumes of claims had anomalously low percentages of elective procedures (5% – 

40%). These low elective outliers were not explained by the particular surgical DRGs among 

their claims. However, among hospitals exempted from PSIs, those with the greatest volume of 

claims were always low elective outliers. 

 

Conclusion — Some hospitals with relatively high numbers of surgical claims may have 

classified procedures as non-elective in a way that ultimately exempted them from certain PSIs.  
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Background 

 

 From individual practices to global networks, modern healthcare has been transformed by 

the need to generate, accumulate, and analyze data.1-3 In addition to shaping the quality and 

safety of practice, and the policies that govern it, this data revolution has created new dimensions 

of opportunity.4 Healthcare providers and researchers can now ask and answer questions that 

were previously untenable by plying powerful analyses to immense data sets.5 Within studies of 

quality and patient safety, analyses can now go beyond the examination of scores and 

benchmarks by digging deeper into sources of variation among thousands of providers across 

multiple years. To complement this endeavor, studies have the potential to leverage the 

increasing availability of data science tools that are purpose-built to find telling patterns within 

large and complex data sets. However, studies of quality and patient safety that are granular, 

longitudinal, national in scale, and that employ advanced analytics (e.g., machine learning) are 

still relatively uncommon. 

 Across the US, hospital safety is routinely measured via patient safety indicators (PSIs), 

26 metrics developed by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ).6 

Calculations of most PSIs are based on medical claims submitted for various diagnosis-related 

groups (DRGs), an inpatient classification system established by The Centers for Medicare and 

Medicaid Services (CMS).7 Put simply, the number of claims for qualifying DRGs form the 

denominators of PSIs and the number of adverse safety events coded among those claims form 

PSI numerators.8 The inclusion of a claim into a PSI can depend on whether the associated DRG 

is classified as surgical and, if so, whether the surgery was classified as elective or non-elective  

(Table 1). PSI scores vary greatly among hospitals and may be driven by the patient population 

and volume, as well as hospital accreditation and safety culture.9-11 However, underlying the 

factors leading to variation in PSI scores are the factors influencing variation in PSI 

denominators and whether a hospital receives a score at all. 

 Publicly available PSI data reveal that hospitals with PSI denominators less than 25 are 

excluded from certain PSI calculations.12 This minimum cutoff is intended to prevent random 

effects of small sample sizes on the frequency of adverse safety events.13 Though reasonable 

from a statistical perspective, this rule allows the classification of procedures as elective or non-

elective to influence the size of PSI denominators and, hence, whether hospitals are exempted 
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from a particular PSI score. Specifically, when considering the inclusion rules for PSI 

denominators, classifying surgical procedures as elective can never decrease PSI denominators 

but classifying them as non-elective can (Table 1). PSI-related concerns over the effects of 

classifying procedures as elective or non-elective have been raised by others.14 However, it 

remains to be seen whether the tendency to report low denominators for elective-based PSIs, or 

to be excluded from them, is simply driven by the volume of surgical claims and the various 

surgical DRGs among them. 

 In the present study, we use three years of CMS claims data from 4,069 hospitals to 

examine trends in the percent of elective procedures performed across surgical DRGs. We 

characterize how the percent of elective surgeries relates to the total numbers of surgical claims 

and the number of surgical DRGs for which hospitals submit claims. We then use machine 

learning-based dimensionality reduction and clustering to determine whether the specific surgical 

DRGs for which hospitals submit claims explain why some hospitals have consistently low 

percentages of elective surgeries. Finally, we ask whether or not hospitals with reasonably high 

volumes of surgical claims have consistently been exempted from elective based PSIs by 

reporting anomalously low percentages of elective surgeries. We discuss the implications of our 

findings on PSI outcomes, uncertainties in the reporting of elective surgeries, and the benefits of 

combining large granular data sets and advanced data science methods for identifying general 

trends and outliers in the area of quality and safety analytics. 

 

Methods 

 

Data 

We used three consecutive years (2015 – 2017) of Medicare inpatient claims data from 

CMS’s Limited Data Set (LDS) files containing individual claims data from 5,486 hospitals. We 

accessed these data through services provided by CareJourney (https://carejourney.com/), a 

healthcare analytics company, and our longitudinal span was determined by the data available to 

us. Within the LDS data, claims are indicated as surgical (P) or medical (M) and as either 

elective (TYPE_ADM = 3), emergency, urgent, newborn, trauma center, or unknown.15 We 

extracted hospital-specific variables including total annual claims for surgical DRGs, annual 

number of surgical DRGs for which claims were submitted, annual number of claims per 
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surgical DRG, and the annual percent of claims reported as elective procedures for each surgical 

DRG. In compliance with user agreements, we excluded all hospital-level DRG records 

containing either less than 11 claims or where the percent of elective procedures for a given 

DRG could be used to back calculate a number of claims less than 11. In accordance with CMS 

and CareJourney data use agreements, we cannot provide raw data but, upon request, will 

provide permissible secondary data with de-identified providers and all source code needed to 

reproduce our analyses and figures. 

We obtained patient safety indicator (PSI) data spanning measurement dates between 

2014 and 2018 from archived Complications and Deaths files, now available at CMS Hospital 

Compare (https://data.cms.gov/provider-data/archived-data/hospitals); also obtained in March 

2020. We avoided naming providers by replacing provider CMS numbers with randomly 

generated values and by removing names, states, addresses, and all other provider-level 

information that was not necessary to our analyses. However, because our analyses intersect 

LDS data with Hospital Compare data, identification is theoretically possible. 

 

Analyses 

Average percent of elective surgeries (APE) — We calculated the average percent of claims 

reported as elective procedures across DRGs (APE) for each provider, for each year: 
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�
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Where Ei is the number of claims for the ith DRG that were reported as elective procedures, Ti is 

the total number of claims reported for the ith DRG, and N is the number of DRGs reported. This 

calculation gives equal weight to each DRG reported by a hospital. In contrast, dividing the total 

number of elective procedures by the total number of claims would give greater weight to 

common DRGs and be less sensitive to variations among less common DRGs. 

 

APE vs. number of claims and DRGs — We examined relationships between APE and 1) the 

total number of surgical DRG claims (i.e., total claims) reported by each provider in each year 

(2015 – 2017) and 2) the number of surgical DRGs reported by each provider in each year. We 
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used polynomial quantile regression to characterize these relationships and to construct bands 

outside of which potential outliers would be apparent. This approach allows quantile regression 

to capture curvilinear trends across entire datasets and across quantiles of the data distribution.16 

For example, the 0.02 quantile (analogous to the 2nd percentile) may capture a curvilinear trend 

among data points located near the bottom of a relationship while the 0.98 quantile (98th 

percentile) may capture a different curvilinear trend near the top of a relationship. Studies often 

use percentiles to refer to the results of quantile regression.16 We conducted these analyses using 

the python-based statsmodels library. 

 

Outlier detection — We classified providers who demonstrated consistently low or consistently 

high anomalous APE values as ‘APE outliers’. We did this using a cautious set of criteria based 

on all three years of provider data and with respect to the relationship of APE to both the number 

of annual claims for surgical DRGs and the number of surgical DRGs among those claims. 

Specifically, we used a combination of polynomial quantiles and formal anomaly detection via 

isolation forest.17 Isolation forest is a formal machine learning-based outlier detection technique 

based on the concept of random forests, a commonly used machine learning-based classification 

technique.17 We conducted isolation forest analyses, and all other machine learning analyses 

using the python-based machine learning library scikit-learn. 

 Using polynomial quantile regression, we considered providers as low APE outliers if 

their APE fell below the 2nd percentile (0.02 quantile) in each relationship (APE vs. total claims, 

APE vs. no. of DRGs), for each year. This forgiving set of criteria meant that each provider only 

had to fall above the 2nd percentile for one year in any of the two relationships, to not be 

considered a low APE outlier. High APE outliers were identified in a similar fashion but were 

based on whether they consistently fell above the 98th percentile (0.98 quantile).  

 Using isolation forest anomaly detection, we identified providers as outliers if they were 

classified as such across all years of their data and in both relationships (APE vs. no. of claims, 

APE vs. no. of DRGs). Again, these criteria meant that each provider only had to be classified as 

a non-outlier for one year in any of the two relationships, to not be considered an APE outlier. 

Combining results from polynomial quantile regression and isolated forest anomaly detection, 

providers who were identified as outliers, were classified as such by each of two methods applied 

to each of two relationships, across all years for which their data was available. 
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 The conservative nature of our approach was three-fold. First, the use of two independent 

methods, two relationships, and multiple years of data represents a cautious methodology. 

Second, our approach ensured that providers were not considered outliers for having a single 

‘fluke’ year in regards to a single relationship. Third, while our approach identified a smaller 

number of outliers than might otherwise be found with a less cautious approach, it ensured that 

providers who were ultimately identified as APE outliers were consistent outliers. 

 

Analysis of DRG profiles — We considered that APE outliers may tend to report claims for 

DRGs for which a low percent of elective surgeries is common. To this end, we asked whether 

APE outliers can be explained by their DRG profiles, i.e., the set of surgical DRGs for which 

providers submit claims. Comparing thousands of providers based on hundreds of DRGs 

involves two common tasks of machine learning: 1) Dimensionality reduction, i.e., reducing a 

data set with many variables to a few composite dimensions that retain the majority of variation 

in the original data, and 2) Classification, or clustering data into groups. These tasks are often 

combined. For example, dimensionality reduction allows clustering algorithms to operate on a 

smaller number of variables that capture the majority of variation among samples and to ignore 

variables that are redundant or that simply add noise.18 Alternatively, when data have no obvious 

coordinates for visualization, dimensionality reduction can allow clusters to be visualized in two-

dimensional space.19 

 We used principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the number of explanatory 

variables from 377 DRGs to the 10 principal components that best explain the variation among 

provider DRG profiles. PCA is a long-established unsupervised dimensionality reduction 

technique that uses eigenanalysis (mathematical operations on a square matrix) to generate 

composite variables (principal components) from linear combinations of the original variables.20-

21 By finding principal component axes that explain as much variation in the original data as 

possible, PCA attempts to preserve the explainable variation of the original data and the overall 

(i.e., global) data structure. This last aspect is considered crucial when clustering on the outputs 

of dimensionality reduction, making PCA a popular choice for this task.18,21 

 We performed clustering on the first 10 components of PCA using density-based spatial 

clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN).22 DBSCAN is a machine learning algorithm 

that attempts to find areas within data that satisfy a minimum density of points (i.e., clusters), 
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which are separated from other clusters by areas of lower density.22,23 DBSCAN identifies core 

points within data, and all points within a prescribed radius of a core point are considered to be 

part of the same cluster. Points which are not “density reachable” from any core point are not 

classified into any cluster.22,23 Unlike other clustering methods, DBSCAN is scalable to large 

samples, does not require the number of clusters as an input, can detect clusters of any shape, and 

will not force each point into a cluster. 

 Though DBSCAN does not require the number of clusters to be predetermined, it is not 

without parameters. These are: 1) ε, the maximum distance between two points for one to be 

considered as being in the neighborhood of the other, and 2) MinPts, the minimum number of 

points in a neighborhood needed to determine a core point. While general heuristics are available 

for choosing values for ε and MinPts 24, we explored a range of parameter value combinations to 

detect whether or not combinations of ε and MinPts lead DBSCAN to generate clusters that 

support that APE outliers can be explained by their DRG profiles. Since components of PCA are 

orthogonal (mathematically independent of each other), we used Euclidean distance as our 

DBSCAN distance metric. 

 Because DRG profile data have no inherent x-y coordinates by which to visualize clusters 

(as in spatial or image data) we visualized the resulting clusters of DBSCAN by performing 

dimensionality reduction on provider DRG profiles using a technique that is specifically 

designed for visualization, i.e., t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE).25 In short, t-

SNE converts similarities between data points to joint probabilities and attempts to minimize the 

relative entropy (i.e., how different one probability distribution is from a second) between the 

joint probabilities of low-dimensional embedding (e.g., 2-dimensional depiction) and the high-

dimensional data (i.e., 377 DRGs among several thousand providers). Whereas PCA is a 

deterministic linear method that preserves global data structure, t-SNE is a nonlinear 

probabilistic method that preserves local data structure (positions of points within clusters). 

These attributes of t-SNE allow it to produce visualizations with high separation between 

clusters and high fidelity of samples within clusters. DBSCAN and t-SNE are often used in 

combination, i.e., DBSCAN to assign data to clusters and t-SNE to visualize data in low-

dimensional space.26-27 
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PSI exemption — PSIs based on surgical procedures, elective or otherwise, are not reported when 

the qualifying volume of claims is less than 25.12 Consequently, low-volume hospitals stand a 

greater chance of being exempted from PSI reporting. However, hospitals with a reasonably high 

volume of surgery-related claims that report exceptionally low percentages of elective surgeries 

may also stand a greater chance of being excluded from PSI reporting. To test this, we examined 

the tendency for hospitals to be excluded from six PSIs based on surgical procedures (Table 1). 

Three of these PSI’s are inclusive of elective and non-elective procedures (PSIs 09, 12, 14) and 

three only include elective procedures (PSIs 10, 11, 13) (Table 1). Using the footnotes column 

associated with PSI data, we quantified how many PSIs were excluded for each hospital based on 

the following footnotes: “1 - The number of cases/patients is too few to report”, “7 - No cases 

met the criteria for this measure.” 

 Because PSI measurements span multiple consecutive years, we used PSI measurement 

dates having midpoint years corresponding to the years in our claims data (e.g., 2015 - 2017). 

For example, if the measurement time span ranged from 1 April 2015 to 31 March 2018, then 

using the median date (29 September 2016), we inferred the midpoint measurement year to be 

2016. This approach cannot produce a perfect corollary but, by using the midpoint year, may be 

more accurate than using the start year or end year. 

 

Data and source code availability 

 Upon request, we will provide all permissible data and all source code for reproducing 

our analyses and figures. Our source code was written in the Python programming language 

(v3.7) and uses common python libraries (e.g., numpy, pandas, scipy) and the python-based 

scikit-learn machine learning library. 

 

Results 

 

APE vs. number of claims and DRGs — Among providers, the average of the percent of claims 

reported as elective procedures across DRGs (APE) generally decreased from ~100% to ~60% in 

relation to the total number of surgical claims and the number of surgical DRGs that providers 

reported (Fig 1). In general, a greater total number of surgical claims and a greater number of 

DRGs among those claims both led to a lower APE (Fig 1). The vast majority of providers 
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followed these general trends and maintained an APE greater than 50%. However, the variation 

in these relationships was also substantial, as revealed by the varied forms of 98th and 2nd 

percentiles of a 3rd degree polynomial quantile regression (Fig 1). In particular, a small fraction 

of providers consistently fell below the 2nd percentile of each relationship (Fig 1). Additionally, 

while providers that reported claims for relatively low numbers of surgical DRGs tended to have 

high APE values often approaching 100%, a small fraction of providers with similarly low 

numbers of surgical DRGs tended towards the opposite direction and had consistently and 

exceptionally low APE values (Fig 1). 

 

APE outliers — The combination of polynomial quantile regression, isolated forest anomaly 

detection, and a set of 12 criteria necessary to be classified as an outlier provider revealed 20 

providers that consistently had anomalously low APE values and 9 providers with consistently 

high APE values (Fig 1). Due to our conservative methodology, an attempt to err on the side of 

detecting true positives, not meeting all 12 criteria would have caused some providers that may 

be actual outliers to not be classified as such. Both high and low APE outliers tended to submit a 

relatively large number of claims (Fig 1), causing us to doubt any potential influence of random 

effects due to small sample sizes, especially in regards to low APE outliers. Though high and 

low APE outliers often submitted claims for a relatively small number of DRGs, this was the 

case for providers, in general. 

 

Analysis of DRG profiles — The combination of principle component analysis (PCA), density-

based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN), and t-distributed stochastic 

neighbor embedding (t-SNE) revealed no tendency for low APE outliers to group together by 

their DRGs and revealed that most outliers were as similar in their DRGs profiles to non-outliers 

as they were to other outliers (Fig 2). The visualization of dimension reduction largely reflected 

the outcome of clustering, an agreement that reinforced our general finding that the DRGs 

reported by a particular provider did not influence their status as an outlier in the reporting of 

elective surgical procedures. 

 

PSI exemption — As expected, hospitals with relatively low volumes of surgical claims 

qualifying for PSI inclusion were more likely than others to be excluded from one or more PSI 
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calculations (Fig 3). Hospitals with consistent and anomalously low average percentages of 

elective surgical procedures (low APE outliers) were rarely excluded from PSI calculations 

based on all qualifying surgeries, elective or otherwise (Fig 3a). However, these low APE 

outliers were frequently excluded from one or more PSIs based on elective surgeries, despite 

their relatively high volumes of surgical claims (Fig 3b). In contrast, and as shown in Figure 1, 

while hospitals with relatively low volumes of surgical claims also tend to be exempted from PSI 

calculations, they also tend to report high percentages of elective surgical procedures. 

 

Discussion 

 The reporting of healthcare claims data has profound financial impacts on hospitals and 

underpins the quality and safety measures influencing hospital rankings and public perception. In 

similar fashion, the volume of elective surgeries performed within a hospital has a direct impact 

on the calculation of patient safety indicators (PSIs). In the current study, we examined variation 

among healthcare providers in regards to the average percent of surgery-related Medicare claims 

they report as elective procedures (APE). We examined how APE relates to the total number of 

surgical claims reported and the number and identities of surgical DRGs among those claims. 

After analyzing PSI and claims data from several thousand providers across three years (2015 – 

2017), we uncovered consistent outliers that defy trends in how APE relates to the volume of 

surgical claims and the number and diversity of surgical DRGs used in PSI calculations. Despite 

their considerable volumes of claims, these outliers tend to be exempt from reporting of PSIs 

based on elective surgeries. 

To explain why some providers have exceptionally low or high percentages of elective 

procedures across their surgical DRGs, we considered that some surgical DRGs tend to be 

reported as elective more frequently than others. Unlike variables such as hospital type, 

geography, and demography, DRGs directly reflect the procedures performed and billed by 

hospitals. If hospitals of similar type (e.g., cancer hospitals, pediatric centers, community 

hospitals) perform generally similar procedures, then our DRG-based analysis would have 

captured this. But, despite the combination of machine learning designed to identify similarities 

and natural groupings within complex data (hundreds DRGs among thousands of providers), low 

APE outliers exhibited no particular similarities in the DRGs for which they submitted claims. 

Despite the general trends we uncovered, neither the volume of procedures, diversity of 
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procedures, nor the specific sets of DRGs reported by providers gave any insight into the factors 

contributing to an anomalously low percentages of elective procedures reported by some 

hospitals. Consequently, sources of variation in the reporting of elective procedures may be 

found in the reporting and coding practices of individual providers. 

Our results suggest that some hospitals with a reasonably large number of surgical claims 

may have classified surgical procedures as non-elective in a way that differs from other 

hospitals. However, our results should not be interpreted to imply that some providers are 

attempting to avoid certain PSI calculations by using classification rules that largely differ from 

others. Differences in classification rules have been discussed by others and related to 

differences in the percent of elective surgeries that ultimately influence PSIs.14 But, it may also 

be the case that the percent of elective procedures reported by some providers actually is 

exceptionally low across their surgical DRGs, despite a relatively high volume of claims. 

Though we found no evidence to support this alternative explanation, volumes of elective 

surgeries are known to be sensitive to economic downturn and public health crises.28,29 Still, 

among the hospitals that were exempted from PSI reporting based on elective surgeries, those 

with the greatest volume of claims were nearly always those that reported anomalously low 

percentages of elective surgeries. 

Throughout our study, we aimed to demonstrate how combinations of machine learning 

and uncommon regression models can be used in the study of quality and patient safety, 

particularly when faced with immense multivariate data sets. However, beyond the need to 

match “big data” with appropriately powerful tools, the study of quality and patient safety is also 

challenged by the unintended effects of how quality and safety measures are calculated. For 

example, while a minimum cutoff for PSI denominator values may prevent random effects of 

small sample sizes, no such cutoff exists for other quality measures, e.g., those related to hospital 

associated infections (HAIs). Consequently, while the presence of a minimum cutoff can allow 

hospitals (even those of reasonably high volume) to avoid PSIs, the absence of a minimum cutoff 

for HAIs should, by the same logic used to calculate PSIs, cause hospitals with low volume to be 

particularly vulnerable to random effects. 

 

In addition to shedding greater light on the sources of variation among healthcare 

providers and the potential shortcomings of quality and safety methodologies, we expect that 
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future studies will also overcome other limitations of our research. Specifically, studies will be 

aided by greater access to additional years of CMS LDS data and the eventual integration of 

large and granular data sets from different sources. For example, the Healthcare Cost Report 

Information System (HCRIS) data set maintained by CMS contains several thousand cost and 

facility related variables for thousands of hospitals, and for each year since 1996 (see: 

https://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-Systems/Downloadable-Public-Use-

Files/Cost-Reports). The size, complexity, and proprietary file formats of HCRIS data can be 

prohibitively challenging for potential users, resulting in cottage industry of third-party 

providers. However, the integration of HCRIS data with LDS data sets as well as quality and 

safety data from AHRQ would represent a formidable data ensemble, ripe for the application of 

cutting-edge data science. However, without greater knowledge of the varied policies used by 

providers to code and classify procedures, coupling powerful tools with immense data may still 

yield limited insights. 
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TABLES 

 

Table 1. Descriptions of patient safety indicators (PSI) in the present work. The AHRQ website 

offers greater details on numerators and denominators (https://www.qualityindicators.ahrq.gov). 

 

PSI Description Denominator Numerator 

09 
Perioperative 
Hemorrhage or 
Hematoma Rate 

Surgical discharges 
for patients 18 years 
and older. 
 

Discharges meeting inclusion/exclusion rules for the 
denominator, with secondary diagnosis code(s) for 
perioperative hemorrhage or hematoma and any-listed 
procedure codes for treatment of hemorrhage or 
hematoma 

12 

Postoperative 
Pulmonary 
Embolism or 
Deep Vein 
Thrombosis Rate 

Surgical discharges 
for patients 18 years 
and older. 

Discharges meeting the inclusion and exclusion rules for 
the denominator with secondary diagnosis codes for 
deep vein thrombosis or pulmonary embolism. 

14 
Postoperative 
Wound 
Dehiscence Rate 

Discharges for 
patients 18 years 
and older with 
procedure codes for 
abdominopelvic 
surgery. 

Discharges meeting inclusion/exclusion rules for the 
denominator, with procedure codes for reclosure of 
postoperative disruption of the abdominal wall. 

10 
Postoperative 
Acute Kidney 
Injury Requiring 
Dialysis Rate 

Elective surgical 
discharges, for 
patients ages 18 
years and older. 

Discharges, among cases meeting the inclusion and 
exclusion rules for the denominator: 
• any secondary ICD-9-CM diagnosis codes for acute 
kidney failure and any-listed ICD-9-CM procedure 
codes for dialysis 

11 
Postoperative 
Respiratory 
Failure Rate 

Elective surgical 
discharges, for 
patients ages 18 
years and older. 

Discharges meeting inclusion/exclusion rules for the 
denominator, with either any secondary: 
• diagnosis code for acute respiratory failure 
• procedure code for mechanical ventilation for 96 
consecutive hrs or more that occurs after first major 
operating room procedure code 
• procedure code for mechanical ventilation for < 96 
consecutive hours that occurs two or more days after the 
first major operating room procedure code. 
• procedure code for a reintubation that occurs > 0 days 
after the first major operating room procedure code 

13 Postoperative 
Sepsis Rate 

Elective surgical 
discharges, for 
patients ages 18 
years and older. 

Discharges meeting inclusion/exclusion rules for the 
denominator with secondary diagnosis code(s) for 
sepsis. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

 

Figure 1. A) The relationship between the average of the percent of electives surgeries reported 

among DRGs (APE) to the total number of claims reported by providers that reported claims for 

at least four DRGs in each year, 2015 to 2017 (n = 4,069 providers). Total numbers of claims are 

log-transformed. B) The relationship between APE and the number of DRGs reported among the 

4,069 providers in A. For both A and B, solid blue lines are the fit of polynomial quantile 

regression to the quantile of least absolute deviation (LAD). Lower and upper dashed blue lines 

are the 2nd and 98th quantiles, respectively. Red and blue circles are providers that were classified 

as consistently low or consistently high APE outliers, respectively, via the combination of 

polynomial quantile regression and isolated forest anomaly detection conducted across all three 

years of provider data and both relationships (i.e., A & B). 

 

Figure 2. A) Combined visualization of dimension reduction and clustering. Each provider that 

reported claims for at least four DRGs in the years 2015 – 2017 (n = 4,069) is represented by a 

circle with the color corresponding to the cluster assigned by density-based spatial clustering of 

applications with noise (DBSCAN). Gray circles represent providers that were not assigned to a 

cluster. Similarities among providers within clusters are represented by the axes of dimension 

reduction via t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE). B) Visualization via t-SNE, 

as in A, but with low and high APE outliers are colored by red and blue, respectively. Gray 

circles are providers that were not classified as APE outliers. 

 

Figure 3.  PSI exemptions vs. the total volume of surgical procedures. PSI data are based on 

midpoint measurement years that correspond to years within CMS LDS claims data (2015 –

2017). Of the 4,069 providers in LDS data having reported at least four DRGs in each year, 578 

providers had no corresponding records in PSI data, resulting in a total sample size of 3,491 

providers. A) Results for PSIs calculated from qualifying cases of elective and non-elective 

surgical procedures. B) Results for PSIs calculated only from qualifying cases of elective 

surgical procedures. Low and high APE outliers are colored by red and blue, respectively. Gray 

circles are providers that were not classified as APE outliers. 
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